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Egyptian band Masar Egbari
performs in Al Shaheed Park
O

n their second visit to Kuwait with the
beginning of the Arab Youth festival
organized by LOYAC’s Academy for
Performance Arts (LAPA) in collaboration
with Al Shaheed Park, the Egyptian Masar
Egbari musical band recently enchanted the

park audience with an outstanding performance. Band members expressed joy on performing in Kuwait for the second time noting
that their first performance here was during
the Qurain Cultural festival 2011. The ban also
announced launching its third album in its six

year career which includes ten songs.
Notably, Masar Egbair is an Egyptian ban
from Alexandria which plays a mixture of
rock, jazz, blues and Egyptian heritage music.
It includes Hani Al-Daqqaq, Ayman Mas’oud,
Ahmed Hafez and Tamer Attallah.

The ambassador of the Public of Tajikistan Dr. Zubaydullo hosted a reception on the occasion of International Nauruz Day at the embassy. Higher ofﬁcials, diplomats, Tajik students and media persons attended the event. — Photos by Joseph Shagra

Jaber Al-Ali holds
workshop on Philosophy
By Hassan Abdul Bari

Ambassador of Guyana to Kuwait Dr Shamir Ally invited Kuwait Times photographer Joseph Shagra to the embassy to bid him farewell, and honor him in recognition of his efforts throughout his long stay in Kuwait.

U

nder auspices of the school director, Dr. Abdullah Al-Ajmi and the
social studies supervisor, Ali
Mataqi, Jaber Al-Ali Secondary School for
boys recently organized a workshop on

‘Philosophy between Theory and
Implementation’, which was delivered by
the head of the school’s philosophy
department, Salah Al-Shaikh. The workshop was attended by various teachers
from the school and other schools at
Mubarak Al-Kabeer Educational Area.

People celebrate the festival of colors
(Holi) at Samiya Park, Kuwait. — Photos
by Fouad Al-Shaikh

